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ABSTRACT
Relationship between Classifier Performance and Distributional Complexity
for Small Samples. (August 2003)
Sanju Nair Attoor, B.E., PSG College of Technology
Chair of Advisory Committee: Dr. Edward R. Dougherty
Given a limited number of samples for classification, several issues arise with
respect to design, performance and analysis of classifiers. This is especially so in the
case of microarray-based classification. In this paper, we use a complexity measure
based mixture model to study classifier performance for small sample problems. The
motivation behind such a study is to determine the conditions under which a certain
class of classifiers is suitable for classification, subject to the constraint of a limited
number of samples being available. Classifier study in terms of the VC dimension of
a learning machine is also discussed.
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1CHAPTER I
THE SMALL SAMPLE PROBLEM: INTRODUCTION
A. Introduction
The design, performance and analysis of various classifiers have been long researched.
However, the results have typically been based on the assumption of a large number of
samples being available. Approximate error probability and error estimates (leave one
out and resubstitution estimates) for k-nearest neighbour rules, kernel rules, regular
histogram rules, linear discriminant rule and tree classifiers, in the asymptotically
large sample case, are well-known [1].
These theoretical estimates auger well for problems that involve large sample
sizes. The performance and analysis of classifiers, analytically, based on a small
sample size is in most cases, not possible. In a lot of practical problems, especially in
genomics [2]-[5], the number of samples available for classifier design is less (often in
the order of 20-30 samples). An example is the breast cancer classification problem
[6], wherein 22 samples are used to classify a tissue sample as either belonging or not
belonging to a breast cancer class. Hence, the need arises to numerically estimate the
performance of the classifiers. Classifier performance is usually a function of one or
more of the following factors: sample size, data complexity, and operator (classifier)
complexity.
Thus, given a data set of a certain sample size and possibly some information
on the complexity of the data and a classifier set, it is desired to choose from a set
of classifiers, a classifier that best classifies that data and best generalizes the data.
Intuitively, one would use the Occam’s Razor principle (attributed to the mediaeval
This thesis follows the style of IEEE Transactions on Automatic Control.
2philosopher William of Occam and is otherwise knows as the Principle of Parsimony)
which states that “one should not increase, beyond what is necessary, the number
of entities required to explain anything”. With regard to our problem, this would
meaning choosing as simple a classifier as possible given that it performs as good as
any other classifier on the data set at hand. For example, if for a certain data set of
size 25, the training error for a neural network with 2 hidden neurons and a single
hidden layer with sigmoid activation function is 0.09 and that for a perceptron is 0.1,
one might be better off choosing the simpler learning machine viz., the perceptron as
opposed to the neural network. It is the purpose of this study to discuss this issue of
classification for small sample sizes and if in fact the Occam’s Razor principle holds.
B. Problem Statement
We now define the problem more formally. Suppose we are given n observations,
each observation i being a pair (xi, yi) drawn from a distribution P (x, y); xi being a
d-dimensional vector. Let the error for the Bayes classifier ψ• be •. Let ψn be the
optimal classifier for the sample size n and n the corresponding error. Given that
the Bayes classifier for the problem cannot be found, the problem is to find the class
C of classifiers that has an optimal constrained classifier ψn,C,α (with an error n,C,α)
that minmises the expected error(or expected risk) for the given observation, α being
the set of parameters that defines the classifier.
The expected error of the designed classifier C can be decopmposed as [7]:
E(n,C,α) = • + ∆C + E(∆n,C,α) (1.1)
where ∆C = C − • is the cost of constraint and ∆n,C,α = n,C,α − C is the design
error for the constrained classification.
3C. Classifier Selection Using VC Dimension
Vapnik in [8], gives a bound on the generalization performance of a learning ma-
chine. This bound, is a function of the empirical error ¯n,C,α, the sample size n and
a non-negative integer h called the Vapnik-Chervonenkis (VC) dimension. The VC
dimension, in general, is defined as the maximum number of training points that can
be shattered by a set of functions {f(x, α)}.
According to Vapnik [8], with probability 1− η, the following bound holds:
E[n,C,α] ≤ ¯n,C,α + 2
√
(h(log(2n/h) + 1)− log(η/4))
n
(1.2)
The second term in the bound is called the “VC Confidence”. It can be seen
that the above bound is independent of the distribution P (x, y). This means that
the upper bound holds with a probability 1 − η regardless of the distribution. The
error bound in itself does not convey any useful information when dealing with small
sample sizes. The VC confidence is usually almost 1 for sample size of 20 even for a
low VC dimension. The VC confidence as a function of sample size for VC dimensions
of 3 and 5 are shown in Fig. 1. It can be seen that for h = 3 and for a sample size
of 20, the VC confidence is as high as 0.8. Even for a sample size of 60, the VC
confidence is very high at 0.5.
However, this upper bound may be used to compare classifiers. If h is known, the
afore-mentioned upper bound can be readily computed. Now, given a set of classifiers,
for a sufficiently small η, we can choose a classifier that gives the lowest upper bound
on the expected error. However, except for a few class of classifiers, the VC dimension
is not known. The VC dimension for the class of linear classifiers with k parameters
is k (i.e., equal to the degree of freedom of the linear classifier).
Some recent papers, Vapnik [9] and Cherkassky [10], have tried to estimate em-
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Fig. 1. Relationship of VC confidence with sample size, η=0.05, a) h=3, b) h=5
pirically what is called the effective VC dimension. According to Vapnik [9], the
effective VC dimension, h∗ of the set {f(x, α)} is the minimal VC-dimension of this
set of functions defined on all subsets X∗ ⊂ X whose measure is almost one. The
method to estimate the effective VC dimension has been shown to work for linear clas-
sifiers. However, due to certain assumptions made in the derivation of the method,
the experimental measurement of the effective VC dimension may not be accurate
for other classifiers such as multilayer neural networks. Further discussions on VC
dimension and classifier selection are presented in Chapter III.
D. Classifier Selection Based on Distributional Complexity
Choosing a classifier based on the bound on the expected error is one approach for clas-
sifier selection provided knowledge of the VC dimension of the classifier is available.
Here, we propose an alternate approach based on what is called the “distributional
5complexity” is proposed. The distributional complexity is defined as the minimum
number of hyperplane decisions parallel to axes, required to obtain an optimal clas-
sification. The distributional complexity, unlike the VC dimension, is dependent on
the probability distribution P (x, y) of the data. Classifier selection is now based
on estimates of the expected errors of different classifiers for a given distributional
complexity. The fact that a classifier ψ1 has a better performance than all other
classifiers ψ2 for data with distributional complexity χ
∗ and sample size n, implies
that the classifier ψ1 is the best suited classifier for a data of distribution complexity
χ∗ and sample size n and thus the distributional complexity χ induces a goodness
criterion on the classifier for the sample size n.
Before discussing further the issue of classification for small samples, an overview
on classifiers and classification rules used in this work is presented.
E. Classification
Classification involves a classifier ψ, a feature vector X = (X1, X2, . . . , Xd) composed
of random variables, and a binary random variable Y to be predicted by ψ(X).
The values, 0 or 1, of Y are treated as class labels. The error, [ψ], of ψ is the
probability, P (ψ(X) = Y ), that the classification is erroneous. It equals the expected
(mean) absolute difference, E[|Y − ψ(X)|], between the label and the classification.
X1, X2, . . . , Xd can be discrete or real-valued. In the latter case, the domain of ψ is
d−dimensional Euclidean space Rd. An optimal classifier, ψ•, is one having minimal
error, •, among all binary functions on Rd. ψ• and • are called the Bayes classifier
and Bayes error, respectively. Classification accuracy, and thus the error, depends
on the probability distribution of the feature-label pair (X, Y ) - how well the labels
are distributed among the variables being used to discriminate them, and how the
6variables are distributed in Rd.
Supervised classifier design uses a sample Sn = {(X1, Y 1), (X2, Y 2), , (Xn, Y n)}
of feature-label pairs and a classification rule to construct a classifier ψn whose error
is hopefully close to the Bayes error. The Bayes error • is estimated by the error n
of ψn. Because • is minimal, n ≥ •, and there is a design error (cost of estimation),
∆n = n − •. Since it depends on the sample, n is a random variable, as is ∆n.
Hence, we are concerned with the expected value of ∆n,
E[∆n] = E[n]− • (1.3)
Hopefully, E[∆n] gets closer to 0 as the sample size grows. This will depend on the
classification rule and the distribution of the feature-label pair (X, Y ).
F. Classification Rules
The nearest-neighbor (NN) rule is a partition-based rule. For it, ψn(x) is the label of
the sample point closest to x. The result is a data-dependent partition in which there
is a cell of the partition for each sample point, and that cell consists of all points in
the space closest to the sample point. The resulting partition is known as a Voronoi
partition and the cells are called Voronoi cells. The nearest-neighbor rule is simple,
but not consistent. An extension of this rule is the k-nearest-neighbor (kNN) rule.
For k odd, the k points closest to x are selected and ψn(x) is defined to be 0 or 1
according to which is the majority among the labels of the chosen points. A slight
adjustment is made if k is even. The kNN rule is universally consistent if k →∞ in
such a way that k/n → 0 as n →∞.
Instead of taking the majority label among a pre-decided number of nearest
neighbors as with the NN rule, the moving-window rule pre-sets a distance and takes
7the majority label among all sample points within that distance of x. The moving-
window rule can be ”smoothed” by giving more weight to sample points closer to x.
Note that a histogram rule based on the majority between 0 and 1 labels is equivalent
to the median of the labels, with the provision that in case of a tie a 0 is given. More
generally, a weighted median of binary values is computed by adding up the weights
associated with the 0− and 1−labeled points separately, and defining the output to
be the larger sum. A kernel rule is constructed by defining a weighting kernel based
on the distance of a sample point from x, in conjunction with a smoothing (scaling)
factor. The Gaussian, and Epanechnikov kernels are given by
Kh(x,xk) = exp
[
−
∥∥∥∥x− xkh
∥∥∥∥2
]
(1.4)
Kh(x,xk) =


(
1−
∥∥∥x−xk
h
∥∥∥2) ‖x− xk‖ ≤ h
0 ‖x− xk‖ > h
(1.5)
respectively, where ‖ • ‖ denotes Euclidean distance, x is the point at which the
classifier is being defined, and xk is a sample point. Since the Gaussian kernel is
never 0, all sample points get some weight. The Epanechnikov kernel is 0 for sample
points more than h from x, so that, like the moving-window rule, only sample points
within a certain radius contribute to the definition of ψn(x). The moving-window rule
is a special case of a kernel rule with the weights being 1 within a specified radius.
The three kernel rules mentioned are strongly universally consistent if h →∞ in such
a way that nhd →∞ as n →∞.
The cubic histogram rule partitions the data space into cubes of size h. Each
cube is assigned a label that takes the maximum vote among the labels of the points
that fall in the cube. The histogram rule is given by,
8ψn(x) =


0 if
∑n
i=1 I{yi=1}I{xi∈An(x)} ≤
∑n
i=1 I{yi=0}I{xi∈An(x)}
1 otherwise
(1.6)
where An(x) is the partition that x falls into. The cubic histogram rule has been
shown to be strongly universally consistent.
G. Constrained Classifiers
Finding an optimum classifier is difficult especially given a small sample size and lack
of knowledge of the distribution of the data. Instead of finding an optimum classifier,
one can restrict the functions from which a classifier must be chosen to a class C. It
is then required to find an optimum constrained classifier ψC ∈ C, having error C .
Constraining the classifier can reduce the expected design error, but at the cost of
increasing the error of the best possible classifier. Since optimization in C is over a
subclass of classifiers, the error, C , of ψC will typically exceed the Bayes error, unless
the Bayes classifier happens to be in C. This cost of constraint (approximation) is
∆C = C − •. A classification rule yields a classifier ψn,C ∈ C with error n,C , and
n,C ≥ C ≥ •. Design error for constrained classification is ∆n,C = n,C − C . For
small samples, this can be substantially less than ∆n, depending on C and the rule.
The error of the designed constrained classifier is decomposed as n,C = •+∆C+∆n,C .
The expected error of the designed classifier from C can be decomposed as
E[n,C ] = • + ∆C + E[∆n,C ] (1.7)
The constraint is beneficial if and only if E[n,C ] < E[n], which means ∆C < E[∆n]−
E[∆n,C ]. If the cost of constraint is less than the decrease in expected design cost,
then the expected error of ψn,C is less than that of ψn. The dilemma: strong constraint
9N0N1 N2
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Fig. 2. Relationship between sample size and constraint
reduces E[∆n,C ] at the cost of increasing C .
The relationship between sample size and constraint is shown in Fig. 2.
H. Perceptrons, Support Vector Machines and Neural Networks
A classical way of constructing classifiers is to use parametric representation. The
classifier is postulated to have a functional form ψ(x1, x2, . . . , xd; a0, a1, . . . , ar), where
the parameters a0, a1, . . . , ar are to be determined by some estimation procedure based
on the sample data. A perceptron has the form
ψ(x) = T
[
a0 +
d∑
i=1
aixi
]
(1.8)
where x = (x1, x2, . . . , xd) and T thresholds at 0 and yields −1 or 1. A per-
ceptron divides the space into two half-spaces determined by the hyperplane de-
fined by the parameters a0, a1, . . . , ad. An optimal perceptron minimizes the error
[ψ] = P (ψ(X) = Y ). The classical Rosenblatt perceptron algorithm uses an iter-
ative procedure to find a separating hyperplane in the case of a linearly separable
10
sample.
The support vector machine (SVM) provides another method for designing per-
ceptrons. The SVM aims to maximize margin (the shortest distance between the
closest vector and the hyperplane that separates the classes with zero error) thus
resulting in a maximal-margin hyperplane (MMH). The SVM has a strong statistical
basis and uses Structural Risk Minimization rather than the conventional Empirical
Risk Minimization used by most machine learning algorithms (Rosenblatt perceptron,
backpropagation learning). The training of a SVM involves the solution of a quadratic
programming problem. Solution via the normal quadratic approach is slower. An ap-
proximate but fast version of the SVM training algorithm is used in this work. The
training is based on a geomterical representation of the Structural Risk Minimzation
(SRM) principle [11].
A (feed-forward) two-layer neural network has the form
ψ(x) = T
[
c0 +
k∑
i=1
ciσ[ψi(x)]
]
(1.9)
where T thresholds at 1
2
, σ is a sigmoid function, and
ψi(x) =
d∑
j=0
aijxj (1.10)
where x0 is the constant 1. Increasing the complexity of the neural network by placing
more functions in the hidden layer provides increasing approximation to the Bayes
classifier, and this approximation can be obtained to any desired degree. As always,
greater accuracy of the best filter for a network structure results in greater design
cost. Not only does the increase in network complexity result in the need for larger
data sets, it also makes estimation of the weights more problematic. Typically, the
method of steepest descent on the error surface (as a function of the weights) is used.
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I. Error Estimation
A classifier is designed on the training data. Its estimated error is the proportion
of errors it makes on the test data. Estimates for the error are either unbiased or
asymptotically unbiased and the variance tends to zero as the sample size goes to
infinity. A problem arises when the sample size is small. An ideal estimate would
be unbiased and would have low variance for a small sample size. Many different
estiamtes can be found in the pattern recognition literature. The estimates that we
use in this work are the leave-one-out and the resubstitution estimates.
For the resubstitution estimate, n, we use all sample data to design a classifier
ψn, and estimate n by applying ψn to the same data. n is then the fraction of errors
made by ψn. n is generally biased low, meaning E[n] ≤ E[n]. For small samples,
the bias can be severe.
The Leave-one-out estimate is a cross-validation estimate. Classifiers are de-
signed from parts of the sample, each is tested on the remaining data, and n is
estimated by averaging the errors. For leave-one-out estimation, n classifiers are de-
signed from sample subsets formed by leaving out one sample pair. Each is applied
to the left-out pair, and the estimator ˆn is 1/n times the number of errors made
by the n classifiers. Since the classifiers are designed on sample sizes of n − 1, ˆn
actually estimates the error n−1. It is an unbiased estimator of n−1, meaning that
E[ˆn] = E[n−1]. Unbiasedness is important, but of critical concern is the variance
of the estimator for small n. The variance of the leave-one-out estimate is severe for
small samples.
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J. Summary
The problem of small sample classification has been defined. In the subsequent chap-
ters, analysis of classifiers based on two different concepts of complexity measure are
discussed viz., the distributional complexity and the VC dimension.
13
CHAPTER II
CLASSIFIER SELECTION BASED ON DISTRIBUTION COMPLEXITY
A. Introduction
The idea of distributional complexity was introduced in Chapter I. The approach
to studying classifiers based on distributional complexity is based on a data model.
The higher the complexity measure, the more complex the distribution of the data is
and hence the tougher the classification. In the following sections, this approach of
studying classifiers based on a complexity measure is discussed in detail.
B. The Distributional Complexity Model
For clarity, we explain the model for two variables (features). The extension to higher
dimensions is straightforward. We assume a square grid of m×m points (mN for N
features),
G2,m =


z11 z12 · · · z1m
z21 z22 · · · z2m
...
...
...
...
zm1 zm2 · · · zmm


where the vertical and horizontal distances between adjacent points is 2δ (GN,m
for N features). A ball, Bij , of radius δ is centered at zij . Consider the class H2,m
of all m × m binary (0, 1) matrices. For each matrix H , let H0 and H1 be the
sets of indices corresponding to 0- and 1-valued entries, respectively, and let U0 and
U1 be the uniform distributions over the regions R0 = ∪{Bij : (i, j) ∈ H0} and
R1 = ∪{Bij : (i, j) ∈ H1}, respectively.
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For each pair of distributions, the Bayes classifier can be expressed as a decision
tree with zero Bayes error. The complexity of the classifier depends on H . We define
the distributional complexity, χ(H), for the matrix H as the minimum number of
hyperplanes, used in a decision tree that defines a Bayes classifier. We define the
m-complexity for the dimension as the expected decision complexity among matrices
in H2,m:
X2,m =
∑
H∈H2,m
χ(H)P (H) (2.1)
where P (H) is the probability of the matrix H . In the uniform case, P (H) = 1/2m
2
;
however, the distribution of H need not be uniform. There would be matrices which
are equivalent with respect to rotation and symmetrical with respect to the orthogonal
axes. These matrices would then form an “equivalence class”. The matrices of an
equivalence class would have the same complexity. For instance,
χ


1 1 1
0 0 0
0 0 1


= χ


1 0 0
0 0 0
1 1 1


= χ


1 1 1
0 0 0
1 0 0


= χ


1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 1


We may then very well have prior knowledge on the distributions of the equivalence
classes. A discussion on equivalence classes follows in a later section. In fact, this
prior knowledge may be on the decision complexity itself, in which case it is useful to
write the preceding equation as
X2,m =
∑
k
kP (χ = k) (2.2)
Consider now taking a random sample of size n from the joint uniform distribu-
tion over the region R0 ∪R1. This yields a sample of the form
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Sn = {(x11, x12, y1), (x21, x22, y2), . . . , (xn1, xn2, yn)}
where (xk1, xk2) ∈ R0 ∪R1 and yk ∈ {0, 1}. Given a set C of classifiers (classification
rule C), our object is to design the optimal classifier in C based on the sample, call
it ψn. The error of ψn is an estimate of the Bayes error (which we know to be 0). If
we take the expected error of the designed classifier, this gives us a measure n[C;H ],
which depends on the matrix chosen from H2,m. Assuming we use a consistent clas-
sification rule, n[C;H ] → 0 as n → ∞, but this is not important for small samples.
If we are given a sample size n, and we know H , then classification rule C1 is better
than rule C2 if n[C1;H ] ≤ n[C2;H ]. In fact, it is unlikely that we know H , in which
case we need to evaluate classification rules relative to the distribution of H . Hence,
we consider the expectation of the expected error over H2,m:
E
(n)
2,m[C] =
∑
H∈H2,m
n[H ;C]P (H) (2.3)
Relative to the distribution, classification rule C1 is better than rule C2 if E
(n)
2,m[C1] ≤
E
(n)
2,m[C2].
Assuming we judge by expectation, the critical issue regards the closeness of
E
(n)
2,m[C] to 0. Now, if n > r, then E
(n)
2,m[C] ≤ E(r)2,m[C]. Two issues arise:
1. for a fixed classification rule, can we determine the necessary size of n to obtain
a desired precision of error estimation?
2. for fixed sample size, which is the best classification rule among a family of
classification rules?
While in the above discussion, balls Bij are assumed to have a uniform density, simu-
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lation results are for the case when the balls have a gaussian distribution. Simulations
are done for the 2-variable and 3-variable cases. For more variables, the number of
computations is huge and is not considered.
C. Data Generation - 2 Variable Case
The next important step is to generate the data given the model and the complexity.
For the 2 variable case, all 29 − 2 = 510 (leaving out the trivial cases) possible
configurations are considered. For each configuration, the complexity is manually
computed. Configurations are then grouped according to complexity. The algorithm
for data generation is as follows:
1. List all 510 configurations and compute the complexity for each configuration
(this is done manually).
2. Group the configurations according to complexity.
3. For each configuration, do the following n times:
- Pick a Ball Bij at random.
- Generate a random vector (of length 2) xi following a bivariate gaussian
distribution in Bij . The components of the random vector are iid.
- Assign a label 0 or 1 to yi depending on whether the label for Bij is 0 or
1 (from the configuration).
4. Do the above step L times to average over the randomizations of the input
vector.
5. Repeat the above two steps for all the configurations.
6. Group the data according to complexity.
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7. For data set of sample size n, in each complexity group, compute the leave-one-
out and the resubstitution estimates.
D. Data Generation - 3 Variable Case
For the 3 variable case, the number of possible configurations is enormously huge
(227). In such a case, we resort to sampling a configuration for a given distributional
complexity. After a configuration is chosen, data generation is done in the same way
as for the 2 variable case.
The sampling alogithm is based on the converse of the definition of the distrib-
utional complexity. Consider a given distributional complexity, χ[H ]. According to
the converse of the definition, a tree exists with χ[H ] nodes. In fact, many such trees
exist. It is required to sample a tree from the possible tree constructions possible for
χ[H ]. In essence, one has to construct a tree with χ[H ] nodes, each node (excluding
the root) being a decision hyperplane parallel to the axis. However, there should not
be any redundant decision hyperplanes in the tree that would lead to overestimation
of the given complexity χ[H ].
Before further discussing the algorithm, some terminlogies used are explained:
1. Trace: a set of nodes starting from the root and ending in a leaf. A trace creates
a partition in the 3-dimensional space. An example for a trace in 2-dimensions
would be a set of decisions [(x > 2/3), (y > 1/3)] and would result in a partition
(shaded region) as shown in Figure 3 (a).
2. Connected partition: a partition will not consist of subpartitions that are not
adjacent to each other. For example, in Figure 3(a), the shaded regions form
a connected partition as subpartitions 1 and 2 are adjacent to each other. In
Figure 3(b), the shaded regions do no form a connected partition as partitions
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Fig. 3. Example of (a) connected and (b) non-connected partition
1 and 2 are not adjacent to each other.
Some other observations need to be made.
1. Along each dimension/variable, there are 4 decision hyperplanes viz., [(h <
1/3), (h > 1/3), (h < 2/3), (h > 2/3)].
2. Along each dimension, there can only by 6 hyperplane combinations viz., [φ, (h <
1/3), (h > 1/3), (h < 2/3), (h > 2/3), (h > 1/3, h < 2/3)]. φ is the empty set.
For the 3-variable case, this would mean 63− 1 = 215 (excluding the no hyper-
plane combination) possible hyperplane combinations.
3. Each hyperplane combination is a connected partition.
4. A tree (and hence the equivalent matrix H) is a union of traces. The number
of nodes, excluding the root, in the tree is the required complexity χ[H ].
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It is required that the partition formed by a trace is connected while the parti-
tions formed by different traces are non-connected. If partitions from two traces are
adjacent, this would mean that at least one decision is common to both the parti-
tions and there is a redundant count in the number of hyperplanes found in the tree.
This would mean an overestimation of the actual complexity χ[H ]. Avoiding this
overestimation of the complexity χ[H ] is achieved using a rule-based approach.
The algorithm for sampling a configuration for a given distributional complexity
is given below:
1. Construct a set of valid hyperplane combinations possible for a trace.
2. For the desired complexity, pick a random number B for the number of branches
(starting from the root) that the decision tree will have. This is equivalent to
specifying the number of traces that the tree will have.
3. For each branch (trace) i, generate a random complexity Ci. The complexity
CB for the last branch is the residual complexity measure after the complexities
for the previous branches have been chosen.
4. Pick a random hyperplane combination Si with Ci hyperplanes from among the
possible valid combinations list constructed earlier.
5. The picking of the hyperplane combination Si invalidates the availability of
other hyperplane combinations for choice by later branches. The hyperplane
combinations that are invalidated are chosen based on rules. An example of
such a rule is that all partitions that are contained within the partition chosen
due to Si be invalidated.
6. The above steps are repeated for all branches. In case, a certain tree cannot be
constructed due to lack of available hyperplane combinations after processing a
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few branches, the construction of the tree starts all over again from step 2. The
partitions have a label 1. All other regions have a label 0.
7. The 27-bit binary pattern for the labels is obtained from the decision tree by
feeding the centroid of each of the 27 balls to the decision tree and checking the
outcome (0 or 1).
8. A set of 27-bit binary patterns are generated for each complexity. Data is
generated as in the 2 variable case using the binary patterns to assign the
labels.
E. Relationship between Bayes Error and Distributional Complexity
For the model considered, it is important that the Bayes error has a monotonous
non-decreasing relationship with the Distributional Complexity. A straight forward
theoretical estimation of the Bayes error for a given value of distributional comlexity
is not possible without enumerating all the possible configurations. For example, in
the 2 variable case, some of the possible configurations for a distributional complexity
of 3 would be: 

1 1 0
0 0 0
1 1 1




0 1 0
0 0 0
0 0 0




1 1 1
1 0 0
1 1 1


Let eg be the error due to overlap between two adjacent gaussians. It is assumed
that the overlap of diaganolly placed gaussians is significantly lesser than that between
two adjacent gaussians. In such an event, the Bayes error for the three cases would
be 6eg, 3eg and 5eg respectively. Given the probabilities p
χ
k of the events of error ke
χ
g
possible for a distributional complexity χ, the Bayes error ∗χ is
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Fig. 4. Bayes error for the 2 variable case a)sigma=1/6, b) sigma=1/10
∗χ =
∑
k
k ∗ eχg ∗ pχk (2.4)
However, finding the probabilities analytically is a difficult problem. For the 2 variable
case, since all the possible configurations are considered, a numerical simulation is
done to find the Bayes error for a given complexity. The relationship of the Bayes
error with complexity is shown in Fig. 4.
For the 3 variable case, sufficient sampling of configurations is done so as to
obtain a consistent estimate of the Bayes error. The relationship of the Bayes error
with complexity for the 3 variable case is shown in Fig. 5.
F. Experimental Results
Figures 6 to 11 show how the error estimate (leave-one-out) varies with the complexity.
In almost all the cases, the kNN (k=3) outperforms all the classifiers. The linear SVM
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Fig. 5. Bayes error for the 3 variable case a)sigma=1/6, b) sigma=1/12
works very well for complexity 1 (linear case). The regular histogram is highly biased
and has the worst performance of all.
A significant observation is that a neural network with two hidden units has
almost the same performance as a linear classifier - the linear support vector machine.
There have been papers in literature which use a neural network for small classification
problem and claim to achieve better results. The results here show that one would
be better off using a linear support vector machine instead of a neural network for
small samples due to the better generalization and lower VC dimension of a linear
classifier.
Figures 12 to 17 show the results for the 3-dimensional case.
The estimated error for the 3-variable case is lesser than that for the 2-variable
case this would mean that adding a variable helps in classification: as to how many
variables are necessary for good optimal classification performance is another research
area.
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Fig. 6. Error estimate vs complexity N=20, sigma=1/6
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Fig. 7. Error estimate vs complexity N=40, sigma=1/6
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Fig. 8. Error estimate vs complexity N=60, sigma=1/6
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Fig. 9. Error estimate vs complexity N=20, sigma=1/10
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Fig. 10. Error estimate vs complexity N=40, sigma=1/10
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Fig. 11. Error estimate vs complexity N=60, sigma=1/10
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Fig. 12. Error estimate vs complexity N=20, sigma=1/6 (regressed)
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Fig. 13. Error estimate vs complexity N=40, sigma=1/6
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Fig. 14. Error estimate vs complexity N=60, sigma=1/6
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Fig. 15. Error estimate vs complexity N=20, sigma=1/12
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Fig. 16. Error estimate vs complexity N=40, sigma=1/12
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Fig. 17. Error estimate vs complexity N=60, sigma=1/12
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Fig. 18. Decision boundary plot for kNN
G. Classifier Decision Boundaries and Complexity
The classifier decision boundaries for some of the classifiers for a configuration with
complexity 10 (2-dimensional case) are shown in figures 18 and 19. The actual data
distribution of complexity 10 is shown in Figure 20. 18 shows how a 3NN classifier
splits up the space. The decision boundary can be seen to relatively more complex
than for the neural network or the gaussian kernel. However, the kNN does a very
good job in approximating the partition. The neural network, on the other hand,
approximates the partition very badly. All the classifiers were designed on a sample
size of 60.
H. Summary
It has been seen that the kNN(k=3) outperforms almost all classifiers for all complex-
ities except in the linear case. This justifies the use of 3NN classifiers for the small
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x1
x2
Fig. 19. Decision boundary plot for neural network with 3 hidden units
Fig. 20. Actual configuration of complexity 10
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sample case. Also, in practical problems, it has been found that 3NN performs better
than most other classifiers but there has been no study to confirm this. The above
simulations confirm the choice of 3NN for small samples.
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CHAPTER III
CLASSIFIER SELECTION AND VC DIMENSION: CONCLUSION
A. Introduction
As outlined in chapter 1, one of the methods of classifier selection is based on VC
dimension. More specifically, it involves computing the VC confidence component of
the upper bound on the expected error and selecting a classifier that minimises this
VC confidence. This upper bound, which holds with a probability 1− η, is given as
[8]:
n,C ≤ n,C,α + 2
√
(h(log(2n/h) + 1)− log(η/4))
n
(3.1)
The difficulty with such a method is the estimation of the VC dimension.
B. Expected Error Estimate and VC Dimension
Instead of setting out to find the VC dimension of a learning machine, it might be
easier to find the VC dimension at which a learning machine would perform the
best. It is well-known that the VC dimension of a linear combination of l fixed basis
functions is l+1 [12]. Thus, it is possible to find a learning machine defined as linear
combination of basis functions, of a certain VC dimension h∗. Based on this idea,
it is possible to estimate the expected risk for various VC dimensions and find the
VC dimension at which the estimated expected risk is minimum. This VC dimension
would then be optimal for the sample size considered.
Consider the simple 1-dimensional case. Consider the set of basis functions x =
(1, x, x2, x3, . . . , x(H−1)), where x is a one-dimensional variable. The VC dimension
of a linear combination of the basis functions is H; the linear combination is in fact,
a polynomial classifier. The polynomial classifier will be used to classify a set of
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training data (xi, yi), i = 1, . . . , n.
The training set is generated as follows. For each realization of the random
variable x, the corresponding label is found by mapping the 1-dimensional data into
a K-dimensional space and constructing a hyperplane in the K-dimensional space.
The labels are assigned depending on which side of the hyperplane the transformed
K-dimensional vector falls onto. Thus, a training set (xi, yi) of size n is obtained.
Different realizations of the training set are obtained by using a random hyperplane
generated for each set.
Using the fact that a polynomial classifier of degree k−1 has a VC dimension of k
[12], polynomial classifiers, each of degrees 1, 2, . . . , H−1, . . . , H +40 (H+40 is not a
fixed choice) are designed, on the training set. A test set of size at least 5n according
to the same rule used in generating the training set, is generated. The design and
test process is repeated for different training data sets and the error estimates are
averaged.
The results for sample sizes of 20, 40 and 60 are shown in Figures 21, 22 and
23 respectively. The results were seen to be almost independent of the choice of K.
As can be expected, the estimated expected error or the test error decreases with
increasing VC dimension at first and then increases, while the training error goes
to zero as the VC dimension increases. It may be inferred that classifiers with VC
dimesions of 5, 7 and 10 would give better generalization results for sample sizes of
20, 40 and 60 respectively.
The results for the 2-dimensional case are shown in figures 21, 22 and 23. The
basis functions for the 2-D case are of the form xi1 ∗ xj2 for values of i and j from 0 to
M (M is any constant > 0).
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Fig. 21. Error estimate vs VC dimension N=20, d=1
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C. Conclusion
It may be possible to estimate the optimal VC dimension for a given sample size. It
has to be seen as to how a polynomial classifier (or any other classifier for the matter)
for the estimated optimal VC dimension performs for the sample size considered.
Without performing more experiments in this regard, it is difficult to conclude that
an optimal VC dimension for a given sample size would work in practice.
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